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Improving Speech and Speaker Recognition For Multi-Speaker
Conversations
ERIC R. YOUNGBERG
Northern Illinois University
ABSTRACT
This paper outlines an effective process for transcribing conversations
from an audio file. The process involves combining speech recognition and
speaker recognition to prepare the audio signals for transcription without
relying on a database of preexisting vocal models. This process is intended
for multi-speaker conversations where vocal models are not available or
otherwise impossible to create from the amount of data provided. We find
in conclusion that we can improve the performance of speech recognition
on multi-speaker conversations by leveraging the classifying properties of
speaker recognition to reduce variance in the dataset thus producing a result that is just as effective if we were to perform mono-speaker speech
recognition.

learning. This requires a labeled dataset where each sample
being used to train the algorithm has the desired output paired
with the input [Raschka 2015]. That way you can feed data
into the algorithm and it will eventually develop models to classify future information based on the information it was fed initially.
In regards to building my application, many programs and libraries have already been built that lay the foundation for how my
application performs. These programs are all free to use and can
be found across various open-source websites [Rouvier and Dupuy
2013; Zhang 2017].

3.
1.

INTRODUCTION

There are a few different approaches to teaching computers how
to recognize human speech. Among these different approaches,
some approaches are better suited for certain types of speech
recognition. In the case of conversational speech, we need an
approach that is optimal for continuous speech at the least, but
capable of spontaneous speech if able [Anusuya and Katti 2009].
The challenges that are specifically prevalent to transcribing
multi-speaker conversations is not necessarily the spontaneity of
speech, but the variance in vocal types as we add more speakers.
In traditional, mono-speaker speech recognition, we only
have to worry about a single speaker. For the most part, this means
that we can apply our algorithms to a uniform rate of speech,
gender, pitch, accent, and volume. This is obviously not the
case for multi-speaker conversations. Speaker recognition plays
a part in determining how we identify speakers throughout the
conversation. As I will introduce later on, we can leverage the
power of identification in the form of isolating each speaker to
reduce the variance and dimensionality of our data. In doing so,
we will achieve more accurate results.

2.

RELATED WORK

There has been much work done in the field of speech recognition
over the past half century [Huang and Rabiner 2004]. On the other
hand, speaker recognition is much newer in comparison with the
first patent being filed in 1984 [Cavazza and Ciaramella 1984].
Most work that has been done in speaker recognition thus far
has focused on modeling a speaker’s voice to be identified for
future use. This allows for the computer to be able to determine
who is speaking at certain time intervals when a conversation
is happening. A database of speakers is created and then the
program will look up the most likely match in the database during
future use. The combination of speech and speaker recognition
is not found in many places. The work that has been performed,
when found, is a type of machine learning called supervised

MODELING SPEECH WITH COMPUTERS

The application of speaker and speech recognition that we are
pursuing is different from versions that currently exist because
we are not focusing on building models; there is no supervision
happening, only processing from basic models that have no
inherent relation to the data being passed in. When given the
privilege, it is ideal to create models of our speakers to be able to
adapt our algorithms to each speaker’s vocal patterns. The idea
emphasized in speech recognition algorithms, as with all forms of
verbal communication, is to apply meaning to the phonemes that
are produced. Simply put, it is not necessary for someone to say
a phrase ”correctly” as long as the recipient knows how to parse
the phonemes into a form that they understand. For example, I
have a hard time with certain accents; although the person may be
speaking correct English, I may be lost from their first utterance.
All verbal languages are merely collections of utterances that are
strung together and we are taught how to interpret those specific
patterns of noise. We must train our minds to create best guesses
as to what someone was trying to say when there is any variance
to the knowledge that we have previously acquired. This entire
learning process revolves around a concept from Piaget’s Cognitive
Theory which he refers to as accommodation [McLeod 2009].
This concept outlines how we create a schema when introduced
with new information. As we acquire further information, it may
still belong within the schema, yet doesn’t fit exactly. Instead of
just throwing out this information, it is better for us to adapt this
schema to accommodate for this newly introduced knowledge. The
practice of modeling the vocal patterns of our speakers follows this
concept very closely.
We have renamed the machine learning (ML) version of this
process as data-fitting. In regards to consumer speech recognition,
the data-fitting process typically occurs by having the user initially
train the system by saying designated phrases which then allows
system being trained to extrapolate phonemes that weren’t used
during the training process. There can be a lot of pitfalls to
data-fitting such as over-fitting our schema (or model in the case of
ML). Over-fitting typically arises when we supply our model with
too much data with low variance or high bias. This means that our
model becomes extremely rigid and invalidates correct answers
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Fig. 1. Screenshots of Freescribe’s home page, upload form, and editor

due to the slightest discrepancies in the input data compared to the
data that the model was trained with [Raschka 2015; Domingos
2012]. A well trained, mono-speaker system may fit the model to
the initial speaker’s voice so well that it can’t understand anyone
else’s voice as accurately afterwards. This must not be confused
with over-fitting since the system was designed to work with
a single speaker very well instead of having to adapt to many
speakers.

3.1

Freescribe Application

Freescribe is a web application that I have built for demonstrating
the concepts talked about in this paper. The goal of the application is to provide a free way of transcribing multi-speaker conversations from an uploaded audio file. The application is powered by open-source software along with speech recognition programs developed by GoogleTM . You can access the application at
https://freescribe.org .

3.2

Recognition Without Modeling

The form of speech and speaker recognition that we are limited
to for Freescribe is a type of recognition that is multi-speaker and
doesn’t rely on training a system to adapt to the voices that are
recorded in the audio file. This is because we are required to transcribe multiple voices on the spot. We don’t have the resources
available to collect enough data for each possible speaker to create
models specific to those speakers. Since we can’t create models, we
are left with using generalized, high-variant, low-biased pre-made
basic models. Since the model being used has no specific relation
to the speaker, we must prime our audio files to be processed in the
most clear way possible.

4.

APPROACH

The following two subsections outline the straightforward approach and then an optimization approach. We compare the results
of these two approaches in the following section. The final subsection provides explanation for why the optimization approach should
be more effective than the initial, more straightforward approach.

4.1

Initial Approach

Our initial approach is to process the audio file uploaded by the user
as-is. The only preprocessing that may happen to the audio file is
that it must first be converted to the .wav format and then split into
segments which are 20 seconds in duration to allow faster processing. The segmented chunks of audio are then processed independently. The result of each processed segment is a string of words

entirely absent of any punctuation. These strings of words are then
stitched together in the correct order which provides a comprehensive transcription of the conversation that took place in the original
audio file. This initial transcription is not split up into the speaking
roles at first. In order to identify the speakers, we must now perform a type of speaker recognition called speaker diarization. The
goal of speaker diarization is to extract the speaking roles of the
speakers from the audio file [Kinnunen and Li 2010]. Additionally,
since what is being said by each of these speakers does not already
have a predetermined script in which we can recognize their voices,
we call the type of speaker recognition text-independent [Kinnunen
and Li 2010]. Before we can assign the transcribed words to each
speaking role, it is necessary that we obtain the timestamps of each
word that is said during the conversation, regardless of who said
each word. Now that we have both the timestamps of the words
and the timestamps of when each speaking role segment begins
and ends, we can assign the words from the conversation to each
speaker. This concludes the initial approach for transcribing multispeaker conversations without using speaker-trained models.

4.2

Optimization Approach

The approach that should produce better results reverses the process
that the initial approach follows. First, we employ speaker recognition to determine the timestamps of each speaking role. Once
we know the timestamps, we can split up the audio file into audio segments that are exclusive to each speaker. Once the original
audio file has been split accordingly, we then create composite audio files for each speaker. Once we have these composites, we then
follow the first part of the initial approach very closely. We split
the audio files into 20 second segments as necessary for performance and then transcribe each segment. After we have transcribed
each segment, we combine each string of words together to create
a comprehensive transcription of each speakers role in the conversation. Once we have transcriptions of each speaker, we generate
the timestamps of each word spoken and then construct the full
conversation as a composition of all the speakers independent transcriptions. We must consider each speaker’s timestamps in ordered
relation to each other to properly determine how many words can
fit inside of each speakers’ segments. That being said, we take as
many of each speaker’s words as each of that speaker’s time segment allows then move on to the speaker that follows in chronological order. Once we have exhausted our list of speaker segments,
we should have no more words remaining in each speakers’ independent transcriptions. The result will be a fully transcribed conversation.
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Table I. Initial Algorithm Analysis
Title
Forest Fire Sample 1
Forest Fire Sample 2
Forest Fire Sample 3
Forest Fire Sample 4
Future Sample 1
Future Sample 2
Future Sample 3
Hot Springs Sample 1
Hot Springs Sample 2
Hot Springs Sample 3
Hot Springs Sample 4

No. of Words
65
97
107
70
46
76
94
105
72
50
82

Substitutions
5
4
9
4
3
6
2
5
3
11
8

Deletions
3
12
6
6
3
6
5
6
2
3
14

Insertions
5
3
3
0
2
1
2
7
3
1
3

WER Score
0.200000
0.195876
0.168224
0.142857
0.173913
0.171052
0.095745
0.171428
0.111111
0.300000
0.304878

The results in this table were produced by running our sample set through the initial version of the algorithm previously
outlined above.

Table II. Optimization Algorithm Analysis
Title
Forest Fire Sample 1
Forest Fire Sample 2
Forest Fire Sample 3
Forest Fire Sample 4
Future Sample 1
Future Sample 2
Future Sample 3
Hot Springs Sample 1
Hot Springs Sample 2
Hot Springs Sample 3
Hot Springs Sample 4

No. of Words
65
97
107
70
46
76
94
105
72
50
82

Substitutions
5
2
5
5
1
4
1
11
0
4
8

Deletions
4
35
5
2
0
1
0
1
0
5
3

Insertions
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
3
0
0
1

WER Score
0.138461
0.381443
0.093457
0.114286
0.021739
0.065789
0.042553
0.142857
0.000000
0.180000
0.146341

The results in this table were produced by running our sample set through the optimization version of the algorithm
previously outlined above.

4.3

Explanation of the Optimization Approach

The first part of our optimization approach is to split up the audio files based upon the speaker timestamps that was given through
speaker diarization. The purpose for doing this is so we can reduce
the variability and dimensionality of our audio data. By processing
each speaker separately, we don’t have to rely on the speech recognition part of our algorithm to be able to adapt to each speaker
present. This obviously reduces variability since the vocal patterns
remain consistent through the speech recognition process instead
of changing back and forth between speakers. This also reduces
dimensionality since we no longer have to account for certain vocal traits that may differ between speakers such as gender, volume,
timbre, etc. These aspects of recognition may not be a problem had
we been able to leverage modeling to increase the accuracy of our
algorithms. If we had models, then our algorithms would already
know how to process each speakers unique vocal patterns.

5.

DATA SOURCES

The data sources that I have been able to gather were found online
for free [dat 2017]. To download the sources, you are required to
enter a name and email address. The .mp3 files that I had acquired
from this website were from sections where the speakers are discussing forest fires, the future, and going to the hot springs. From
these three sections, I was able to grab 11 dual-speaker conversations. The type of speech in these conversations is spontaneous
speech [Anusuya and Katti 2009]. After downloading each full conversation, I then split the audio up into separate segments that emphasized multi-speaker conversation. Otherwise there might have
been too much of a single speaker talking for a length of time.

Although this part of the conversation is still useful, it provides
more utility for the demonstration to focus on areas of the conversation where there is a back-and-forth going between the speakers.
Each conversation is approximately 40 seconds long and consist
of an average of 79 words. There are different moments that occur
throughout each conversation where both speakers are speaking at
once. This is either beneficial or detrimental to our demonstration
depending on how you interpret the goal of measuring the accuracy
of Freescribe’s transcription capabilities. This is discussed further
in the limitations section.

6.

RESULTS

The way that the accuracy of speech recognition is measured is
by using a metric called the Word Error Rate or WER score. This
metric is derived from the Levenshtein distance at the word level
[Anusuya and Katti 2009]. The equation for the WER score is:
W ER =

S+D+I
N

where S is the number of substitutions, D is the number of
deletions, I is the number of insertions, and N is the total number
of words in the sample segment. Since all components of the
numerator are unwanted, the lower the WER score, the more
accurate the transcription. That being said, the best possible score
that we can achieve would be 0. This would mean that we had a
perfect transcription since there were no substitutions, deletions,
or insertions. There is no true upper limit on the WER score,
although if there was a score higher than 3, the algorithm would be
flawed enough that it would hardly appear to be speech recognition.
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Each of these values being used in this equation have their
own individual significance in measuring the accuracy of the
speech recognition algorithm. The number of substitutions tells
us that the system can tell that the speaker is saying something,
but it isn’t sure quite what. I would consider this value to be
the least worrisome since most minor mistakes can be inferred
through contextual clues. On the other hand, the second value,
the number of deletions, I would say is the most problematic.
By omitting words or fragments of a conversation entirely only
means information is lost and could never be inferred. The only
way of amending this error would be for the user to listen to the
conversation themselves to fill in the gaps. The last value in the
numerator, number of insertions, merely causes confusion but
not much else. Adding words leaves us in much better condition
than having words missing entirely. We can compare this value to
the substitution in regards to effective inaccuracy yet unwanted
insertion makes the result feel more garbled than misinterpreted.
It should be noted that at most times inserted words appear one or
two at a time, not whole phrases being inserted.

6.1

Comparing the Algorithms

From the data presented in Table I and II, we can see the results
of running our sample set through the original straightforward algorithm and separately through the new optimized algorithm. We
find that the optimized version of our algorithm improves our WER
score across the board with the exception of one sample, ’Forest
Fire Sample 2.’ In this particular sample, the two speakers participating in the conversation insist on talking over one another. Although a significant outlier, this sample provides an excellent opportunity to discuss where our new version will fail even in light
of consistent improvements among the other samples. I discuss this
further in the following section on performance limitations.

Table III. Comparing the Two Algorithms
Title
Forest Fire Sample 1
Forest Fire Sample 2
Forest Fire Sample 3
Forest Fire Sample 4
Future Sample 1
Future Sample 2
Future Sample 3
Hot Springs Sample 1
Hot Springs Sample 2
Hot Springs Sample 3
Hot Springs Sample 4

Difference
-0.061538
0.185567
-0.074766
-0.028571
-0.152174
-0.105263
-0.053191
-0.028571
-0.111111
-0.120000
-0.158537

% Improvement
30.77%
-94.74%
44.44%
20.00%
87.50%
61.54%
55.56%
16.67%
100.00%
40.00%
52.00%

Otherwise, the new version of the algorithm is certainly an improvement. This depends case by case considering the percentage
of improvement varies from 16.67% all the way up to a full 100%
improvement as shown from Table III. The least improved are the
samples where our new algorithm still adds in words that were
never in the actual conversation. This has been mostly fixed compared to the original algorithm where there are at least one insertion
in almost every sample. The rate of substitution is improved from
the original algorithm but the bulk of the improvements are in the
deletions column. Apparently by splitting up our audio by speaker
significantly improves how well the algorithm can hear the speaker.

As stated earlier, we reduce the variance in volume when we isolate each speaker since each speaker will mostly reproduce a similar
speaking pattern throughout the duration of the conversation.

7.
7.1

LIMITATIONS
Performance Limitations

Although our algorithm can decipher which speaker is speaking at
each point in time, if the speakers are talking over each other and
consistently cutting each other off, we can’t figure out who is saying what. There could be some ways around this if we modeled
each speaker since we could then take their model and try to clean
the audio waves by using different Fourier transform techniques to
isolate the unique aspects of each speaker [Kinnunen and Li 2010].
When manually analyzing the intermediary files produced throughout the procedure, it appears that when more than one speaker is
speaking at once, our algorithm interprets it as a separate speaker
entirely. When we try to process this Frankenstein speaker, the
speech is unintelligible enough that the speech recognition phase
can’t make anything of it. This results in massive deletions throughout passages where more than one speaker is talking.

7.2

Data Limitations

As mentioned in the data sources section, there is background
noise throughout each conversation that was measured. From a
scientific standpoint, this is not good; from a practical standpoint,
this is ideal. The reason why this may hinder the experiment
is that we want to test our algorithms ability to transcribe
multi-speaker conversations, not whether our algorithm can
perform speech recognition in the presence of noise. That being
said, under most circumstances there will be noise in the background of the conversations that are being recorded. Therefore it is
useful to know whether our algorithm will perform well in practice.
Another limitation in our dataset is that we are only testing
on dual-speaker conversations. Although Freescribe has been
tested independently to work for conversations with more than
two speakers, our experiment doesn’t include these data types.
Additionally, the dataset only features adult voices. Conversations
between different variations of children, adults, and seniors might
effect the results of the algorithm. The algorithm in theory should
still work the same, but for example, there is less variance in
pitch and timbre for children as well as less variance in timbre
for seniors. Since there are less defining dimensions in those
demographics, the algorithm might have a harder time determining
the uniqueness of each speaker, especially when the only speakers
are members of those demographics. Cross-demographic samples
should work the same considering the significant characterizations
across the different age groups.

7.3

Computational Limitations

For most ML algorithms, having a sufficient amount of data is necessary to achieve the desired results. Audio files can become very
large as the duration of the conversation carries on. We have to restrict the size of the files that can be processed by Freescribe to
avoid having too much data to process at once. The algorithm can
take quite awhile to run the more speakers there are and the longer
the conversation is. We can’t store very large files or have hanging
processes while our server is trying to maintain a session with the
front-end if we want to have an application that can serve many
users at once.
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8.

FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS

According to the hierarchy specified by [Anusuya and Katti 2009],
there are three branches of research in speech recognition. The
only method that Freescribe is not currently utilizing is language
identification. All that would be necessary to include this last
method would be to build a language identification layer that
happens after each speakers’ segments have been identified. We
would not want to perform language identification first since the
conversation might contain bilingual passages. Therefore detecting
which language is being used during each speaking segment would
allow us to process the speech targeting each passage individually.
Once the language has been determined, we have to inform our
speech recognition layer which language-specific base model to
load.
Additionally, as mentioned in the performance limitations
section, we could include further signal processing for moments
when multiple speakers are speaking simultaneously. I’m not
quite sure how we could go about doing this without first creating
models of each speaker in the conversation.

9.

CONCLUSION

It has been shown that combining two fields of voice recognition,
speech and speaker recognition, in a particular order, we can produce better speech recognition results for multi-speaker conversations. When performing speech recognition on an audio file with
multiple speakers, the algorithm has to adapt to certain variances
between each speaker’s voice. This causes the program to miss out
on many things that each speaker is saying as well as inserting unwanted words where there were none before. If we perform speaker
recognition first, we are able to break up the original audio file into
isolated segments which can be more readily consumed by a speech
recognition algorithm. This allows us to perform just as accurate
transcriptions for multi-speaker conversations as we would be able
to for single speaker datasets. The new adaptation of the bi-method
algorithm does have a pitfall. If the speakers are speaking at the
same time as each other, the algorithm will omit this part of the
conversation entirely since the words become unintelligible. This
would appear to be an issue with the original, straightforward approach, but since the algorithm has already adapted to both of their
voices combined, it is able to make out a few of the words that the
more dominant speaker is saying. Going forward, we could perform
wave transformations on the audio after modeling each speakers
voice in an attempt to isolate each speaker. In conclusion, leveraging voice recognition techniques to intelligently reduce variance
in our dataset proves to be an effective form of improving speech
recognition in multi-speaker conversations.
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